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From the union of several disciplines and motivations, Psychology, Sexology and Photography, born 

eclectic and multidisciplinary project, “Le Stéréotype" (Stereotype). 

Postmodern society is going through an identity crisis. An opportunity for changing. The binaries lose  

meaning. In politics, art, morality, sexuality and education appear eclecticism signals outside the classical 

forms of dualities. Is the era of uncertainty, hybridity, heterogeneity. The contemporary world asks voices 

change. "We Stereotype" questions the binary opening a new dimension: the reinvention of identities. 

The aim is to explain Le Stérétotype misalignment Sex - Gender - sex orientation through Transgender 

theories and "Queer" about sexual and gender identity. 

Transgender and queer theories include all those with differing trends of binary gender identities 

(male or female) and the role of gender (male or female) with any type of sexual orientation (heterosexual, 

homosexual, bisexual , polisexuales or asexual). 

I researched this on the one hand to justify theoretically the Project from anthropology, philosophy, 

psychology, sexology and the History of Art and, secondly, to illustrate through the study of people who break 

the stereotypes that show fault rupture and constant concatenation Gender - Gender - sex orientation. 

This study included a casting selection, personal interviews, analysis of the results of the interview 

questionnaires and photo shoots. 

Each of the models shown individually interviewed each person as a sexual being that combines 

each concept in different ways. We find female heterosexual men, homosexual women feminine female 

bisexual men, women with male and female traits heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, indefinite, .... and all 

possible combinations demonstrating that constant fault rupture and the concatenation of the three concepts. 

None of those exposed up to the stereotypes to which we are accustomed and, therefore, we may be 

wrong to prejudge without knowing more deeply to each and every one. 

For all explained above, I made a portrait photo shoot where each tries to capture the deeper self of 

each person and, in turn, display a "neutral" or "mystery" that questions the social laws. 

Tags limit people complexity, creativity and personal development. Do these traits may change throughout life? 

Does sexual identity, gender and sexual orientation you have now is what you always have? Who do you mark 

how you think, behave, create, feel, love or desire? 

We stereotype has been giving me moments, people, experiences, emotions and great discoveries. 

After a long and exhaustive analysis of everything done in this project I conclude with my higher learning: 

Each photograph is not just a picture, but my own self, which shows the history and personality of each of the 

models and myself. 

 


